How To Locate Your Serial Number
On A TRAK Machine Tools Product
Lathe  Knee Mill  Bed Mill  Retrofit

On a TRAK Lathe
On a Southwestern Industries lathe, the serial number plate can be located by looking at the side of the machine located nearest the tailstock. See photo below.

On a TRAK or Sport Knee Mill
On a Southwestern Industries knee mill, the serial number plate can be located by looking at the right side of the machine, below the ram. The serial number plate can be found between the table and the electrical box. See photo below.
On a TRAK or Sport Bed Mill
On a Southwestern Industries bed mill, the serial number plate can be located by looking at the right side of the machine, on the machine base, between the table and the electrical box. On the TRAK FHM 5/7 Bed Mills the serial number plate is on the right side of the machine, on the column, between the table and the electrical box. See photo below.

On a ProtoTRAK Retrofit
ProtoTRAK Models: Edge, M2, M3, EMX
On these models the serial number plate can be located behind the control, on the pendant arm. See photo below.

ProtoTRAK Models: ProtoTRAK, ProtoTRAK Plus
On these models the serial number plate can be located on the side of the lower black box, where the motor cables are attached.

ProtoTRAK Models: MX 2/3, AGE 2/3, SM 2/3, SMX 2/3, KMX 2/3
On these models the serial number plate is located on the side of the lower black box, where the motor cables are attached (on the computer cabinet).
On a TRAK LPM
ProtoTRAK Models: PMX
On this model, the serial number is located on the left side (facing the control), towards the bottom of the machine.

On a TRAK 2OP
ProtoTRAK Models: PMX
On this model, the serial number is located on the right side (facing the control) on the largest rectangular cover in the center of the machine.